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EARS & EYEBALLS
WI NT E R

AFTER WORK

L OC K DOWN2 . 0

-

DATE NIGHT

INDUSTRY - A bit like watching
work. A drama about an intake of
bright young things into the
banking world. 1st ep ok. BBC
IPLAYER

A HISTORY OF VIOLENCE - Great
film with Viggo Mortensen who
lives in a small town and his past
catches up with him when he kills
two robbers. AMAZON
THE LAST ACTION HERO- Arnie
AGATHA RAISIN- Comic murder
in what actually is a decent
mystery series set in the Cotswold.
movie.It's satire done very well, I
Ashley Jensen is great in the title
only really got it watching 27 years
role. This is fun and an easy
later!! CHANNEL 4/40D
watch.NOW TV/ SKY

WINE & CUT THE
CHAT/HOW HAVE I NOT
SEEN THIS?

WE E K 2

IRON & WATCH
HARPER'S ISLAND - This is
engaging nonsense but so well
done. Wedding guests all gather on
an island and get picked off one by
one. 13 episodes.BBC IPLAYER
PARKS & RECREATION- This is fun
and easy background whilst you
iron. AMAZON PRIME
GIRLFRIENDS - Underrated and
glad it's now on netflix. 4 black
women star in this series - funny
and well acted. NETFLIX

THE VOW - This is a 10 part docu series all about the
NXIVM cult. Too long but the first episode is just full of
WTF moments, how does this happen...NOW TV
THIS MUST BE THE PLACE - You'll have to pay for this but
it is so worth it. Sean Penn is amazing as a retired goth
living off royalties in Dublin when he learns his father is
dead. Frances McDormand stars in this from master
director Paolo Sorrentino. AMAZON
www. l i q u i d ma r ma l a d e . c o m

TRUE LIFE CRIME DRAMA
TRIAL 4- Another doc to remind
you to be grateful not to be subject
to the American justice system.
This time Sean Ellis, a 19 year old
black man was arrested and
charged with the murder of a police
man. He's hoping to be exonerated
after his 4th trial. Watch this.
NETFLIX

KIDS CORNER
OJO RABBIT (PG 13)- Satire for
kids all about facism and the
Nazis. This is so good. A great
film with an all star cast and a
good way to talk about
populism and facism with kids.
NOW TV/ SKY CINEMA
JINGLE JANGLE - Is it too early
to start watching Christmas
films? Well, it's 2020 so we
need some good cheer. Great
songs and all about discovering
the magic within.
Heartwarming and a great
cast!! SKY CINEMA

DUVET DAY
CRAZY STUPID LOVE - Easy watch, rom
com with Steve Carrell , Julianne Moore,
Ryan Gosling. It's about love and what it
actually means. AMAZON PRIME
A SIMPLE FAVOUR- You've seen this done
better before but it is still watchable. A
seemingly perfect couple move into a
neighbourhood and then the wife
disappears and the husband's life unravels.
BBC IPLAYER

JUST WANT TO WATCH SOMETHING
GOOD
THE PERSONAL HISTORY OF DAVID COPPERFIELD (PG) - This is different, you'll either love
it or hate it. I think it is worth a watch. What's more important the story or the colour of the
actors? I personally love a period drama! AMAZON PRIME
THE CHILDREN'S ACT - A judge has to decide if a child should get a blood transfusion even
though the parents oppose it based on their religious beliefs. Emma Thompson leads this all star
cast.BBC IPLAYER
THE LIFE AHEAD - What a treat to see Sophia Loren on screen again. An aging prostitute takes
in an orphaned, refugee but it's so much more than that. The performances are so good.
NETFLIX
PERFECT 10- A pocket rocket of a British film about a young girl's life that gets disrupted when
she finds out she has a half brother. An intelligent coming of age film. BBC IPLAYER
DERRY GIRLS- You wouldn't think this could be funny but it is. A group of teenage girls coming
of age during the Troubles in Derry. CHANNEL 4/40D
THE POST - Steven Spielberg directs Tom Hanks and Meryl Streep in this drama set during the
Watergate era in 1970s about how the Washington Post broke the scandal. A timely reminder of
the importance of the press. CHANNEL 4/40D

